1. Florida marker shall have Black Legend with White Background.
2. Stroke width of State outline shall be 1/8" for Guide Sign.
4. 1/8" Border

**NOTES:**

1. Florida marker shall have Black Legend with White Background.
2. Stroke width of State outline shall be 1/8" for Guide Sign.
4. 1/8" Border

**INDEPENDENT USE FOR FREEWAY**

**INDEPENDENT USE OTHER THAN FREEWAY**

1. Series D Legend.
2. Color: Yellow Legend and Border on Blue Background.
3. When used on a guide sign, marker must be overlaid on a rectangular Yellow Background as shown in chart.
4. When two or more County Route Markers are mounted together, the dimensions of the largest marker for all other markers.

**NOTES:**

1. Stroke width of State Outline shall be 1/8".
2. The 24" X 24" panel shall only be used for a 3 digit route when the panel is to be used on a sign cluster with other 24" X 24" panels.
3. 1/8" Radii

**GUIDE SIGN USE**

**INDEX**

SPECIAL SIGN DETAILS
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No Obstruction To Text Or Symbols From Holes Or Bolts.

Sign Mounting Holes Can Be Punch Or Field Drilled With No Obstruction To Text Or Symbols From Holes Or Bolts.


Black Legend and Border
White Legend and Border

FTP-65-06
3' X 1'-6"
2" Radii 1/8" Border
4" Series D Legend
White Background
Black Legend and Border

FTP-66-21
9" X 1'-6"
1.5" Radii 1/8" Border
6" Series D Legend
Blue Background
White Legend and Border

FTP-67-21
5.5' X 6'
3" Radii 1/8" Border
8" Series D Legend
White Background
Black Legend and Border

FTP-68A-06
9' X 1'-2"
1 3/8" Radii 1/8" Border
Series B Legend
White Background
Black Legend and Border

FTP-68B-06
9" X 1'-6"
1.5" Radii 1/8" Border
Series D Legend
White Background
Black Legend and Border

FTP-69-06
3'-6" X 2'-6"
4" Radii 1/8" Border
8" Series D Legend
White Background
Black Legend and Border

FTP-70-06
3'-6" X 2'-6"
2 2/3 Radii 1/8" Border
2 2/3 Series C and 7" Series C Legend
White Background
Black Legend and Border

FTP-71-06
4" X 7"
2" Radii 1/8" Border
5" Series C and 7" Series C Legend
Yellow Background
Black Legend and Border

FTP-72-06
3' X 3'
2" Radii 1/8" Border
8" Series C Legend
Yellow Background
Black Legend and Border

FTP-73-06
5'-6" X 2'-6"
4" Radii 1/8" Border
8" Series D Legend
White Background
Black Legend and Border